ABSTRACT Analytical solutions are derived for arbitrarily branching passive neurone models with a soma and somatic shunt, for synaptic inputs and somatic voltage commands, for both perfect and imperfect somatic voltage clamp. The solutions are infinite exponential series. Perfect clamp decouples different dendritic trees at the soma: each exponential component exists only in one tree; its time constant is independent of stimulating and recording position within the tree; its amplitude is the product of a factor constant over that entire tree and factors dependent on stimulating and recording positions. Imperfect clamp to zero is mathematically equivalent to voltage recording with a shunt. As the series resistance increases, different dendritic trees become more strongly coupled. A number of interesting response symmetries are evident. The solutions reveal parameter dependencies, including an insensitivity of the early parts of the responses to specific membrane resistivity and somatic shunt, and an approximately linear dependence of the slower time constants on series resistance, for small series resistances. The solutions are illustrated using a "cartoon" representation of a CAl pyramidal cell and a two-cylinder + soma model.
INTRODUCTION
In the previous accompanying paper (1), which will be referred to as "I" below, a separation of variables solution was derived for voltage transients in a passive cable model of an arbitrarily branching neurone with a soma and a somatic shunt. The solution (I.56)1 is an infinite series of exponentially decaying components, with time constants T, (I.24), which hold over the entire cell, and depend on eigenvalues axn which are the roots of a recursive transcendental equation (I.22) . The amplitude of each component, which was derived using complex residues, is the product of three parts: E, (1.34), which is a constant over the entire cell, depending on electrical and morphological parameters, and p,en and qi, (1.26) , which are continuous functions depending on the input and recording sites, respectively.
The methods of Rall (Ref. 2, section III), Rall and Segev (3), Bluman and Tuckwell (4) , Evans et al. (5) , and Paper I are extended below to derive analogous solutions for current and voltage transients in an arbitrarily branching geometry under voltage clamp at one point. The solutions are further extended to cover imperfect voltage clamp. Implementations are similar to those in the previous paper. Illustrative examples are given. Further, more practically oriented examples are given in the third paper of this series (6) Programs for waveform generation and fitting under voltage clamp have been written in ANSI-C, based on the solutions below, and will be supplied on request, together with further implementation details.
GLOSSARY AND CONVENTIONS
The conventions and symbols in Paper I, are adhered to throughout (see Paper I, List of Symbols and Table 1 . 1). Frequently repeated additional symbols are listed in Table 1 below. Key equations appear in boxes. Y(j) is the stem segment of segment j and subtree(p) is the set consisting of segment p and all its descendants. Earth, resting membrane potential, and the reversal potential for shunts are all taken to be zero.
As in the previous paper (1), the dendritic morphology consists of uniform cylindrical segments, with every segment labeled by an index j. As before, the branching pattern is coded using set notation.
PERFECT VOLTAGE CLAMP Definition of system This is as in Paper I, Eqs. 1.3-1.7, except that the somatic boundary condition is now Vs = VCOM (t), (1) where Vcom(t) is the command voltage as a function of time.
We consider the two following basic initial conditions: (I) Unit charge synaptic impulse t) 1993 by the Biophysical Society 0006-3495/93/07/450/19 $2.00 ' Notation for equations used in this series of three accompanying papers (1, 6). "I.56" refers to Eq. 56 of Paper I.
Vcom(t) = 0 and Vj(Xj, Ze,O) = {(emgco) '(Xe Ze) if j= e, otherwise, i.e. the command voltage is set to zero, and there is a unit point charge into segment e. (zero if this not source tree of an) [mV] (Eq. 14) measured clamp current [nA] actual synaptic current [nA] series conductance (= I/Rser) [MQl] soma membrane conductance ( = l /R,m) [Mfl] gs + gser = gsm + gshunt + gser [nS] ratio of soma membrane resistance to series resistance (= Rsm/Rser) input resistance measured at clamp point (Eqs. 1.78, 32) input resistance measured at clamp point, including gser (Eq. 1.78) series resistance, imperfect voltage clamp (= l/gser) [Mfl] shunt resistance, = 1/gshunt [MQi] soma membrane resistance (= l/gsm = Rm/as) [GUl] stem segment of tree containing segment j set of indices of segment p and all its descendants 10-90% rise time [ (4) where D, pj, and Kj are arbitrary constants.
Recursive transcendental equation for eigenvalues
Application of the boundary conditions gives the same expressions (Eqs. 
i.e. a unit command voltage impulse at the soma, with no charge impulses into any segment. Because the system is linear, the solution to an arbitrary voltage command together with an arbitrary pattern of synaptic input can be obtained from the responses to these two cases, by convolution.
Nonsomatic point clamp
Although it is possible to solve the system when one or more special branch points with soma-like lumped capacitances and conductances are included away from the clamp point, the increase in mathematical complexity argues for a different strategy. To achieve nonsomatic clamp, it is easy to modify a given model, by placing a "soma" (with zero conductance) at the clamp point, and by representing the real soma as a short cylindrical segment with the correct surface area, in the appropriate place. Stems, parents, and daughters are reassigned with the new clamp point as the origin. The equation system described above then adequately specifies the model. Eqs. 6 and 1.19, together with Eq. I.20, define a recursive transcendental equation, which must be solved to obtain the eigenvalues an, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . ., of the system, satisfying the boundary conditions and other model parameters. The indexing convention used in Paper I (1) is followed here: n starts from 0. The intention is to make it clear that the slowest time constant under voltage clamp is the limit of To from the voltage recording solution as gshunt tends to infinity.2 A dendritic tree is taken to include one stem segment and all its descendant segments. We note that the voltage clamp decouples the different dendritic trees at the soma (e.g., Ref.
3). This is reflected in Eq. 6: each atn and the corresponding Tn (except in the case of repeated roots), is generated by one dendritic tree only, and the corresponding component of the solution exists in that tree only (see below).
It is interesting to compare Eq. 6 to the corresponding recursive transcendental Eq. 1.22 in the simple voltage recording solution. We note that the roots of Eq. 6, when all the stem segments are considered, are the singularities of Eq. 2 The same convention is followed in Refs. 7 and 8. By contrast, in Refs. 2, 3, and 9 the indexing starts from 1, to emphasize the distinction between the slowest voltage clamp time constant and the membrane time constant Tm = RmCm, which is the same as T0 only when gshunt = 0. with the revised iterative definition Eqs. 5 and I.28 for Kj,,. Using the transcendental equation (Eq. 6), the expression in Eq. 10 can be simplified for stem segments st, to the form sin an X stn(Xst) = sin a * (11) Amplitudes By linear superposition of the solutions of the form (Eq. 1. 13), using Eqs. 1.24 and 9, the general solution to the cell's voltage response can again be written as Vr(Xr, Ze, t) = z Dn rn(Xr)e " (12) n=O As explained in Paper I, the an values in general lead to nonorthogonal eigenfunctions. In Appendix 1, we give an outline of the derivation of the amplitude terms using complex analysis. Let 9(j) be the stem segment ofj. The stimulation segment is e, and the recording segment is r (neither, i.e. the summation is only over segments in the subtree with stem st, from which the eigenvalue an was generated, and (16) Note that, within the source tree of a, the amplitude term is the product of three factors: E,,e which is a constant over (~~~~~cot ans + lILstf (14) |En,, 4 if and (14) IY ( 
The coefficients En, are defined in Eq. 14. We remark that the clamp point is taken to be the origin of segment st, the stem of the source tree of an.
Symmetries between cases I and 11
We note that the expressions (Eqs. 22 Parameter dependence (perfect clamp) As in Paper I, the important equations determining the solution can be rearranged to show more clearly the dependencies on the "raw" electrical parameters Cm, Rm, and Ri. .., (r)
As before, Eq. As before, because neither fast amplitudes nor time constants are altered by changes in Rm, the fast amplitudes of the responses to arbitrary inputs are also independent ofRm. This result deserves to be emphasized: increasing Rm experimentally, for example by using channel blockers, will have only a limited effect on the subsynaptic voltage swing and the clamp current (10) , predominantly at later times when the waveform has largely decayed away (for an example, see Paper III (6) , Fig. 9 ).
Responses to arbitrary inputs The lumped and steady-state terms for voltages are as described in Appendices 2 and 3 of the previous paper, with As = 0 (see also for definitions of some of the following terms). The lumped amplitude terms for clamp currents are given by the following. (29) where Kij = Kj with q = 1 (Eq. 1.66) and where , the steadystate branching factor of segmentj, is defined recursively bỹ isp =gx) 2 This additional constraint may be useful when performing exponential fitting to experimentally recorded clamp currents.
Since A'v oc (R2Cm) ', the fast current amplitudes, following a voltage step, are inversely proportional to Ri, and are independent of all the other raw electrical parameters (Eq. 31). All the amplitudes are independent of Cm. In direct fits to the step voltage charging current, therefore, the fast amplitudes will constrain Ri, the fast Tn values will then constrain Cm, and the slow amplitudes and time constants will constrain Rm.
(ii) Arbitrary voltage commands The impulse response (Eq. 21) can be convolved numerically with any arbitrary voltage command waveform (e.g., an action potential waveform measured experimentally), to obtain the model's response to such a stimulus. The impulse response can also be the previous paper, using the same working, to obtain analogous responses (including the lumped terms), replacing An with A" for the voltage responses away from the clamp point, and with A" for the clamp currents (as with the two examples above). Q, the total input charge, in the other cases is replaced by the time integral of the command voltage (the total "volts-seconds" injected). In the lumped terms for the voltages, Gj is redefined to be the response to a voltage impulse and Gj is given by Eq. 1.67, with As = 1. When q is imaginary, as is discussed in Appendix 2 of the previous paper, Eq. 1.94 should be used. In the lumped terms for the clamp currents, apply Eq. 26 Fig. 4 A.
In principle, this method may be applied to subsequent roots, and similar approximations may be obtained for the other time constants, writing mT instead of To and (2n + 1)1 for 1r in the above equations in this section (except the IT3 in the numerator of the slope term in Eq. 58, becomes (2n + 1)27r3), for n = 0, 1, 2.... As n increases, the approximations become unsatisfactory at progressively lower values of Rser (see Paper III, Example 1). As noted in Paper I (Parameter Dependence section), the fastest waveform components of the voltage response are independent of R,hunt (i.e., Rser), once it is (appreciably) greater than zero.
We remark that this method can be extended to the n-cylinder transcendental equation. In the limit Rser -* 0, the first eigenvalue a0 -> (1r/2Lmax), where Lmn,> is the largest electrotonic length of the n cylinders. The left-hand side of Eq. 50 is now the sum of n terms (see Eq. 1.23). However, at the first root, the term from the longest cylinder completely dominates the others, so that the above results now apply, with L in Eq. 57 replaced with Lma. In Eq. 58, use the corresponding I and d. In the fully branched case, in principle this method will still apply. However, an analytical expression for the first root ao when Rser = 0 (perfect clamp) is difficult to obtain and depends on the geometry involved. Approximately linear dependence of the slowest time constants on Rser has been observed empirically for complex models (e.g., the hippocampal pyramidal cell introduced in Paper I). When the "real" time constants Tn become closely spaced, however, they have very little "room to maneuver" and change only slightly with Rser. ( Influence of morphological parameters on effect of Rser The argument at the end of the previous section suggests that, for a given series resistance and input current, cells with a big effective capacitance will generate waveforms that are much more smoothed than those from cells with a small Ceff. The corollary of this is that much higher series resistances are compatible with recording fast events from "small" cells (e.g., cerebellar granule cells (14) ) than from "big" cells (e.g., CA3 pyramids (12)). This is discussed further in Ref. 13 
(Chapter 6).
Exactly what constitutes "big" or "small" depends on the extent to which the membrane capacitance is distributed down dendritic cables. More specifically, inspection of Eq. 58 reveals that, for a single cylinder + soma, increasing the length 1 or decreasing the diameter d will increase the intercept T"C. ( When "synaptic" clamp currents are recorded with the soma clamped to zero, the soma and the noninput trees are irrelevant to the final waveform. In Fig. 1, 1 pC point charges are injected into the two dendritic sites used in the previous paper. If the soma and noninput tree are detached from the model, and the simulation is repeated, exactly the same waveforms are obtained with perfect clamp. With imperfect clamp, however, this is not the case, and the waveforms from the "detached" models become progressively less like those from the intact model as the series resistance increases (not shown).
Filtering effects of dendritic cables. It can be seen in Fig. 1 that, with perfect clamp, the clamp current resulting from an "apical" input (B) 1000 ,um (0.707 space constants) away from the soma is much smoother and slower than that from a basal input (A) only 500 ,gm (0.224 space constants) from the soma. In addition, the peak current of the apical input is approximately a factor of ten smaller than that of the basal input. These cable filtering effects are explored further in Paper III.
Filtering effects of series resistance. Also shown in Fig. 1 Fig. 1 that the synaptic location is also important. Also crucial are the kinetics of the synaptic input: currents slower than the impulses used here will be less prone to smoothing by cables and series resistance. These considerations are explored in more detail in Paper III.
Effects of somatic shunt. In Fig. 2 When measuring apparent decay time constants of synaptic currents, sharp electrode recording may be superior to whole-cell recording, for a given Rser: peak currents will be slightly attenuated, but the time constants will be closer to those under perfect clamp.
Case 11: Voltage command step Summation of clamp currents to different trees. In Fig.  3 the clamp current is shown when the cell is given a 1 mV command step. The cell is then broken up into its components (which are connected in parallel in the intact model): the basal tree (b), the apical tree (a), and the soma (s). The currents required to impose the same voltage step at the proximal end of each part are plotted. In the case of perfect clamp (Fig. 3 A) , the sum of these three currents (a+b+s) is identical to the current waveform for the intact cell (solid line).
Effects of series resistance. The summing relationship between currents into different parts of the cell breaks down as soon as there is a series resistance: the whole-cell current falls progressively below (a+b+s) as Rser is increased. Effects of somatic shunt. Fig. 4 Other similarities with voltage recording solution As is the case in Paper I, these solutions not only allow generation of waveforms, but also give the underlying component amplitudes and time constants. Most of the points in the discussion in the previous paper also hold for the voltage clamp case, e.g., the existence of closely spaced time constants when the geometry is complex, the insights afforded by explicit knowledge of the A,, and T, values, the representation of taper, lumped terms for smooth input functions, singularity clashes and the comparisons with compartmental models. It The imperfect clamp solutions have the same reciprocity relations as those for perfect clamp. Parameter dependencies are similar to those for the voltage recording and perfect clamp solutions; in particular the early parts of transients are insensitive to Rm and gshunt. As the series resistance increases, the coupling between the soma and the different dendritic trees becomes stronger and the clamp current into the whole cell deviates increasingly from the sum of the clamp currents into its isolated parts (see Example 2) .
Interestingly, the slower time constants of a cell appear to show an approximately linear dependence on series resistance, for small series resistances. The effects of changes to the electrical or morphological parameters of a model on the intercept and slope of this relationship are discussed above. Intuitively, raising Rm or Cm, lowering Ri, or increasing diameters all worsen the effects of series resistance by bringing it into "effective electrical contact" with more membrane capacitance. Thus the effects of a given series resistance will be extremely model-dependent: the distortions caused to the responses will be worse for cells with a large "effective capacitance." This issue is explored further in Paper III.
When the series resistance is high (above about 50 Mfl), the series conductance (less than about 20 nS) will enter the Whole-cell recording versus sharp electrode recording Whole-cell recording is commonly assumed to be "superior" to sharp electrode recording. In order to temper this complacency, it is interesting to compare voltage clamp with a whole-cell pipette and with a sharp electrode of the same series resistance. The total conductance to zero is higher for the sharp electrode, and therefore voltage clamping is "better" than with whole-cell recording in one respect: the time constants are nearer to those generated with perfect clamp, and therefore the time courses of the clamp currents and actual soma voltage are less distorted (see Example 2) . Of course, not all the axial current at the soma flows into the amplifier: a proportion is lost via the shunt. Naturally there are many other considerations when deciding which technique is most suitable for a given purpose.
Overview
The analytical solutions presented in Paper I and in this paper complement existing methods for generating transients in passive neurone models with arbitrary geometry. They also offer fresh insights, such as the symmetry between stimulation and recording sites in many situations, the underlying similarities between imperfect voltage clamp and voltage recording, and the parameter dependencies of the responses. Combined cable and series resistance effects will be considered in more detail in Paper III.
The techniques used, i.e., the construction of a recursive transcendental function to generate eigenvalues, and then the use of complex analysis to derive amplitude terms, are sufficiently powerful to be taken further: in future papers analogous solutions for models with nonuniform electrical parameters and extra dendritic shunts will be presented.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
1) The simple voltage recording solutions in the previous paper are extended to give the responses of an arbitrarily branching passive neurone model under perfect somatic voltage clamp, both to current inputs and to voltage commands. As before, the solutions are obtained by separation of variables and are infinite series of exponentially decaying components.
2) The voltage clamp boundary condition effectively uncouples and isolates the dendritic trees originating from the clamp point. Each tree has its own transcendental function, the roots of which are eigenvalues in the exponential series. and spatial eigenfunctions, which, excepting coincidences, do not exist in the other trees. For a fixed clamp point, the time constants of a dendritic tree are independent of the stimulating and recording positions within that tree.
3) (78) where J/(e) is the stem segment of the input site.
Implementations
In general, an A.C. response is a complex number Mei¢, with a modulus (amplitude) M and a phase angle (D. Rall and Segev (3) explain in their Appendix A how to calculate these quantities explicitly, for a single equivalent cylinder. Because a passive dendritic tree is a linear system, as a sine wave is propagated down the cables, the amplitude becomes attenuated and the phase becomes delayed, but no change in frequency occurs. Using their Eqs. Al-AS, recursive versions of their Eqs. A6-A1O can be derived for arbitrary geometries, to deal with the K and ,I terms in the expressions for Gj.
However, the algebra is ugly, and it is probably simpler to do the calculations directly using complex arithmetic. There are several studies including derivations (21, 33) . This is easily shown from the continuity of the Laplace transform solution: for clarity omit the somatic shunt and represent the soma as a short cylinder, and split any recording segment at the recording site (it is simple to extend the proof to cases with shunts and nonuniform electrical parameters). Treat the injection site as a "virtual" soma of negligible size. Then, from Eq. 1.67, Move the stimulation site to j, and change the representation of the cell so that the virtual soma is now at j. With 
